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False Teachers

To answer this question, I first have to share that the Lord woke me this mourning
and gave me a dream. And in this dream I was in a huge banquet room filled with
professing Christian Leaders. I did not want to be their, but felt compelled to
stay. Every denomination has a different slant on church doctrine concerning their
beliefs. This is wrong and our Lord NEVER intended this to be. As matter of fact, we
read in the book of Acts, that they (meaning the church) were ALL of one accord and
had ALL THINGS Common.
Acts : And the multitude of them that believed were of one heart and of one soul:
neither said any of them that ought of the things which he possessed was his own;
but they had all things common.
Jesus gave us an example of the truth, when he was tempted of the devil.
Mt : But he answered and said, It is written, Man shall not live by bread alone, but
by every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God.
The key words are: every WORD that proceedeth from the MOUTH of God.
(Back to the dream)
As the majority of these leaders knew me and knew that I countered there traditions
through the word of God. They gave me the floor, uninterrupted if I would explain
why I preach and teach that these new versions of the bible are from the spirit of
Satan.
I sent a quick S.O.S. to the Lord (which I always do when I'm called upon to share
the WORD of God, whether in writing or orally) and as usual, the Lord brings the
scripture to mind that he wants to expound upon.
The first one he brought to mind was in Matt. about EVERY WORD that comes from HIS
MOUTH, and we teach that the bible is the written word of God so it is the same as
out of his mouth. Now the lord says that a double minded man is unstable in all his
ways (Jam. 1:8)
And we ALL know that every new version has a different word (supposedly so we can
understand it better) even if it changes what God is saying, or they eliminate
portions all together and say their irrelevant.
You see, the original KJV translation was backed up by the Dead Sea Scrolls found in
1948. Christians nowadays take it for granted that these new versions are right on
because they are labeled bible. They admit that there is some differences, but its
just the way you translate it. BINGO, they're exactly right, Jesus says he is the
same yesterday, today and forever, he also says I am the Lord and I CHANGE NOT.
Yet mankind continues to try and bring God and his thinking DOWN to OUR LEVAL and
say, it's OK because I'm under Grace.
For hundreds of years, man relied on the Holy Spirit to give them wisdom and
understanding of the scriptures, to which the scripture says: in Corinthians, The
Natural Man Cannot Understand it has to be spiritually deserned.

Words a person couldn't understand, a good old Websters dictionary would shed some
light on.
IF you read and understand the KJV, you will have no trouble seeing the
discrepancies in ALL these NEW versions.
1John : Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they are of
God: because many false prophets are gone out into the world.
False: not according with truth or fact; incorrect: (will produce false results).
Prophet: regarded as an inspired teacher or proclaimer of the will of God: In other
words the BIBLE and the person giving the interpretation there of.
When the bible says that many false prophets are gone out, the Lord said this ALSO
REFERS to these NEW VERSIONS for they are of man. And the man that thinks they are
the infallible word of God, will teach a false doctrine.
They are like mans commentaries, there are literally hundreds of them and even
though they may help you understand, they are not infallible, and all these New
versions should be treated in the same manner.
An Apostle is taught of God himself, his word, his Holy Spirit and circumstances in
life, and produce disciples of Jesus with power and his authority.
Denominations use seminaries and produce traditional KLONES.
This is what the Lord gave me in a dream this morning.
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